Are you interested
in better VET?

Are you a VET trainer? We’re sure our
guides could help your classroom
Are you a teacher? Would you like to
do everything in your power to help
your
students
get
jobs
after
graduating? Are you interested in free
educational resources?
Are you an employer? Would you like
to find out how your employees could
be coming to you with most of the skills
they need to do their jobs?

Keep an eye on us!

ip4j.eu

Let´s get
connected

ip4j.eu

WHAT
WE
DO

Innovation in VET for jobs and
employment

What we will do:

We are five partner organisations from all

Germany, Italy, Iceland,
Romania and Spain. The partnership is
over Europe -

How it is going to
happen:

TOOLKIT for a more effective
ORIENTATION AND GUIDANCE FOR LOW-SKILLED
AND MIGRANTS able to support to identify the
Realise a

useful skills and select the best individual career

Our results:

So our main output will be our knowledge. We
will try to make it available to as many people
as we can.

composed of partners coming from

pathways in accordance with the market and

We will create a series of guides that we

different countries and their

employment real needs.

will freely share on all our

stakeholders, with the synergic power to
reach a very large and diverse audience.
The project's outcomes are going to be

6 different
European National languages with an
released as OER in

evident benefit in terms of dissemination
and exploitation of the project results.
Our goal is to give you, the

trainers or

educators, the right tools to create the
right environment for your students to
thrive both in the classroom, but more
importantly, on the

labor market, after

completing your classes

BOOKLETS
conceived as Open Educational Resources about
real market needs such as Kitchen Help, Gardening
and landscape care, Cleaning Services
Handicraft and artistic products.
Release some interesting and practical VIDEO
TUTORIALS CONTAINING clear and detailed DIY
Develop a series of visual and interactive

communicationchannels, a series of visual
and interactive

BOOKLETS conceived as

Open Educational Resources about real
market needs such as Kitchen Help,
Gardening and landscape care, Cleaning
Services, Handicraft and artistic products.

instructions to be published in a YouTube project

Release some interesting and practical

channel.

VIDEO TUTORIALS CONTAINING clear

Produce an

APP for ANDROID devices to permit

access to the training materials also for mobile
learners.

and detailed DIY instructions to be
published in a YouTube project channel

APP for ANDROID devices to permit

NETWORK OF EXPERTS with a new
PROFESSIONAL PROFILE limited to project partners’

An

staff as “European Innovative and Practical Trainer

mobile learners

Built-up a

for low-skilled and migrants” recognized under the

ECVET and EUROPASS systems

access to the training materials also for

